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Free reading New edge of the anvil a resource for the
blacksmith a resource for the blacksmith (2023)
the meaning of resource is a source of supply or support an available means usually used in plural how to use resource in a
sentence synonym discussion of resource noun a source of supply support or aid especially one that can be readily drawn upon
when needed synonyms service help assistance support aid resources the collective wealth of a country or its means of
producing wealth usually resources money or any property that can be converted into money assets a useful or valuable
possession or quality that a person or organization has for example money time or skills have the resources to do sth the
company has the resources and infrastructure to manage a global brand we lack the resources to do the job properly a useful
or valuable possession or quality of a country organization or person the country s greatest resource is the dedication of
its workers britain s mineral resources include coal and gas deposits u formal for resourcefulness approving a resource is
any personal talent or outside supply that can be tapped for help or support resource comes from an old french word meaning
relief or recovery which certainly ties in with the idea of a resource being something that offers necessary aid noun opal w
opal s rɪˈsɔːs rɪˈzɔːs ˈriːsɔːrs rɪˈsɔːrs countable usually plural a supply of something that a country an organization or a
person has and can use especially to increase their wealth the exploitation of minerals and other natural resources they
promote the use of renewable resources like soybean oil something that a country person or organization has that they can use
usually plural natural resources see also human resources fewer examples there are immense natural resources here waiting to
be tapped several villages pooled their resources to set up a building project we are not fully exploiting all the resources
that we have noun ˈrisɔrs rɪˈsɔrs countable usually plural a supply of something that a country an organization or a person
has and can use especially to increase their wealth the exploitation of minerals and other natural resources we do not have
the resources money to update our computer software resource refers to all the materials available in our environment which
are technologically accessible economically feasible and culturally sustainable and help us to satisfy our needs and wants
resources can broadly be classified according to their availability as renewable or national and international resources 1
count something that a country has and can use to increase its wealth oil is essentially their only resource usually plural
the country has vast mineral resources coal oil and other natural resources 2 plural a supply of something such as money that
someone has and can use when it is needed synonyms for resource opportunity recourse resort possibility substitute
replacement relief expedient antonyms of resource liabilities debts indebtedness published on august 26 2021 by tegan george
revised on may 31 2023 a credible source is free from bias and backed up with evidence it is written by a trustworthy author
or organization there are a lot of sources out there and it can be hard to tell what s credible and what isn t at first
glance a resource is a physical material that humans need and value such as land air and water resources are characterized as
renewable or nonrenewable a renewable resource can replenish itself at the rate it is used while a nonrenewable resource has
a limited supply published on june 13 2022 by eoghan ryan revised on may 31 2023 it s important to know how to find relevant
sources when writing a research paper literature review or systematic review definition for resource noun as in supply drawn
upon either material or nonmaterial compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches ability capability capital means
property reserve source support system talent wealth strong matches in its most basic form a resource refers to any material
tool or asset that can be used to accomplish a particular task or achieve a desired outcome however the concept of resource
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has evolved over time adapting to the changing needs and advancements of society historical evolution online ebook conditions
of use attribution cc by reviews learn more about reviews reviewed by elbert davis assistant professor marshall university on
10 24 21 the author does an incredible job in explaining the research process from choosing a research question to how to
search for sources and citing those sources and more being a resource means helping whenever you can it sounds simple but it
can have major impacts on your company such as solving issues more easily establishing a reputation as an expert and carving
out a niche for your company pr hack of the week be a resource watch on how to be a resource noun a source of supply support
or aid especially one that can be readily drawn upon when needed synonyms service help assistance support aid resources the
collective wealth of a country or its means of producing wealth usually resources money or any property that can be converted
into money assets abstract alterations in cancer genomes strongly influence clinical responses to treatment and in many
instances are potent biomarkers for response to drugs the genomics of drug sensitivity in cancer gdsc database cancerrxgene
org is the largest public resource for information on drug sensitivity in cancer cells and molecular markers
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resource definition meaning merriam webster Apr 01 2024 the meaning of resource is a source of supply or support an available
means usually used in plural how to use resource in a sentence synonym discussion of resource
resource definition meaning dictionary com Feb 29 2024 noun a source of supply support or aid especially one that can be
readily drawn upon when needed synonyms service help assistance support aid resources the collective wealth of a country or
its means of producing wealth usually resources money or any property that can be converted into money assets
resource definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jan 30 2024 a useful or valuable possession or quality that a person
or organization has for example money time or skills have the resources to do sth the company has the resources and
infrastructure to manage a global brand we lack the resources to do the job properly
resource english meaning cambridge dictionary Dec 29 2023 a useful or valuable possession or quality of a country
organization or person the country s greatest resource is the dedication of its workers britain s mineral resources include
coal and gas deposits u formal for resourcefulness approving
resource definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Nov 27 2023 a resource is any personal talent or outside supply that can
be tapped for help or support resource comes from an old french word meaning relief or recovery which certainly ties in with
the idea of a resource being something that offers necessary aid
resource noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 27 2023 noun opal w opal s rɪˈsɔːs rɪˈzɔːs ˈriːsɔːrs rɪˈsɔːrs
countable usually plural a supply of something that a country an organization or a person has and can use especially to
increase their wealth the exploitation of minerals and other natural resources they promote the use of renewable resources
like soybean oil
resource meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Sep 25 2023 something that a country person or organization has that they can
use usually plural natural resources see also human resources fewer examples there are immense natural resources here waiting
to be tapped several villages pooled their resources to set up a building project we are not fully exploiting all the
resources that we have
resource noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 25 2023 noun ˈrisɔrs rɪˈsɔrs countable usually plural a supply
of something that a country an organization or a person has and can use especially to increase their wealth the exploitation
of minerals and other natural resources we do not have the resources money to update our computer software
resource wikipedia Jul 24 2023 resource refers to all the materials available in our environment which are technologically
accessible economically feasible and culturally sustainable and help us to satisfy our needs and wants resources can broadly
be classified according to their availability as renewable or national and international resources
resource definition meaning britannica dictionary Jun 22 2023 1 count something that a country has and can use to increase
its wealth oil is essentially their only resource usually plural the country has vast mineral resources coal oil and other
natural resources 2 plural a supply of something such as money that someone has and can use when it is needed
resource synonyms 49 similar and opposite words merriam May 22 2023 synonyms for resource opportunity recourse resort
possibility substitute replacement relief expedient antonyms of resource liabilities debts indebtedness
what are credible sources how to spot them examples scribbr Apr 20 2023 published on august 26 2021 by tegan george revised
on may 31 2023 a credible source is free from bias and backed up with evidence it is written by a trustworthy author or
organization there are a lot of sources out there and it can be hard to tell what s credible and what isn t at first glance
resource types national geographic society Mar 20 2023 a resource is a physical material that humans need and value such as
land air and water resources are characterized as renewable or nonrenewable a renewable resource can replenish itself at the
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rate it is used while a nonrenewable resource has a limited supply
how to find sources scholarly articles books etc scribbr Feb 16 2023 published on june 13 2022 by eoghan ryan revised on may
31 2023 it s important to know how to find relevant sources when writing a research paper literature review or systematic
review
58 synonyms antonyms for resource thesaurus com Jan 18 2023 definition for resource noun as in supply drawn upon either
material or nonmaterial compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches ability capability capital means property
reserve source support system talent wealth strong matches
how to use resource in a sentence unpacking the term Dec 17 2022 in its most basic form a resource refers to any material
tool or asset that can be used to accomplish a particular task or achieve a desired outcome however the concept of resource
has evolved over time adapting to the changing needs and advancements of society historical evolution
choosing using sources a guide to academic research Nov 15 2022 online ebook conditions of use attribution cc by reviews
learn more about reviews reviewed by elbert davis assistant professor marshall university on 10 24 21 the author does an
incredible job in explaining the research process from choosing a research question to how to search for sources and citing
those sources and more
what it means to be a resource for others axiapr com Oct 15 2022 being a resource means helping whenever you can it sounds
simple but it can have major impacts on your company such as solving issues more easily establishing a reputation as an
expert and carving out a niche for your company pr hack of the week be a resource watch on how to be a resource
resource definition meaning dictionary com Sep 13 2022 noun a source of supply support or aid especially one that can be
readily drawn upon when needed synonyms service help assistance support aid resources the collective wealth of a country or
its means of producing wealth usually resources money or any property that can be converted into money assets
genomics of drug sensitivity in cancer gdsc a resource for Aug 13 2022 abstract alterations in cancer genomes strongly
influence clinical responses to treatment and in many instances are potent biomarkers for response to drugs the genomics of
drug sensitivity in cancer gdsc database cancerrxgene org is the largest public resource for information on drug sensitivity
in cancer cells and molecular markers
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